
ECE 209 Program 2: minicalc 

Fall 2009 

 Due Sept ??, 2009 @ 11:45pm 
 

NOTE: This is derived from exercise 8 in Chapter 8 of the C Primer Plus book and is a minor 

modification of Greg Byrd’s Program 1 assignment given to the Raleigh ECE 209 section.   However, 

you should use THIS SPECIFICATION only, and not the textbook.  (There are differences, and this 

spec is the only thing that matters for your assignment.) 

Write a program (minicalc.c) that shows you a menu, offering you the choice of addition (a), subtraction 

(s), multiplication (m), division (d), or quitting (q).  After getting your choice (assuming it’s not “q”), 

the program asks for two numbers, then performs the operation.  The program must accept only the 

offered menu choices.  It must use type float for the numbers.  In the case of division, the program must 

prompt the user to enter a new value if zero is entered as the value for the second number. 

The main() function must return a value of EXIT_SUCCESS. 

The output of the function for a sample run is given below.  (User input is shown in bold, with a grey 

background.  This obviously will not be the way your program looks – it’s just a way to help display a 

sample run.)  The text and formatting must look exactly as specified.  Use only space characters (no 

tabs) to separate words on the same line. 

 

Enter the operation of your choice: 

a. add        s. subtract 

m. multiply   d. divide 

q. quit 

a 

Enter first number: 22.4 

Enter second number: 1 

22.4 + 1 = 23.4 

Enter the operation of your choice: 

a. add        s. subtract 

m. multiply   d. divide 

q. quit 

d 

Enter first number: 18.4 

Enter second number: 0 

Enter a number other than 0: 0 

Enter a number other than 0: 0.2 

18.4 / 0.2 = 92 

Enter the operation of your choice: 

a. add        s. subtract 

m. multiply   d. divide 

q. quit 

x 

Enter the operation of your choice: 

a. add        s. subtract 

m. multiply   d. divide 

q. quit 

q  

Bye. 



 

 

Details 

 Program must be implemented in a single C source code file, named minicalc.c. 

 Program must have a header, which describes the program and includes the author and date.  

(See the web site for an example.)  Follow the style guidelines from the web site, also – in 

particular, use helpful comments and use indenting that corresponds to the logical structure of 

your code. 

 Carefully reproduce the spacing and text of the example.  There are eight spaces between the end 

of the “add” menu item and the beginning of “subtract”.  There is a single space after the colon 

in the number prompt messages. 

 For testing, we will only enter single-character choices for the menu, but we may enter a 

character that does not match a legal menu choice.  In that case, ignore the input and start over. 

 For testing, we will only enter a single decimal number at each number prompt.  We may use any 

legal format for a decimal number, so use the %g format code for scanf. 

 Don’t forget to return EXIT_SUCCESS from your main() function.  You must include 

<stdlib.h> for that symbol to be defined. 

 Don’t forget to print “Bye.” when the user selects the “quit” option. 

 If you use scanf(”%c”,...) to read in the menu character (and you should!) then you need 

to get rid of the linefeed that comes after the last number was entered.  The %c format code does 

not skip whitespace.  So, after you have successfully read in the two numbers, do something like 

this to skip the character that’s not used for anything else: 

scanf(”%*c”); 

Feel free to ask the instructor about this, if you don’t understand why it’s needed. 

 Tips to make your life easier: 

o Design the program first, using a flowchart, or pseudocode.  

o DO NOT use %s to read the menu choice.  We have not discussed comparing strings in 

class yet.  Use %c instead (see above). 

o Be sure to use the float type for your numbers, and use %g for both printf and scanf. 

 

What to turn in: 

 Source file – it must be named minicalc.c.  Submit via moodle to the Program 2 assignment in 

the ECE 209 section. 

 

Grading criteria: 

20 points:  File submitted with the proper name. 

40 points:  Complete source code – in this case, the program must have code that attempts to do each 

part of the specification: read the values from the user, perform the proper operation, print 



the results.  These things don’t have to be correct to get these points, but they have to be 

present. 

15 points:  Compiles with no warnings and no errors (using –Wall and –pedantic).  (If the program is not 

complete, as described above, then only partial credit is available here.  In other words, you 

won’t get 20 points for compiling a few trivial lines of code.) 

10 points:  Proper coding style, comments, and headers. 

15 points:  Functionally correct – meets or exceeds all specs. 


